Hello: You are invited to participate in our survey [Cowlitz Tribal Police Public Safety]. In this survey, people will be asked to complete a survey that asks questions about The St Mary's Elders Housing Complex. It will take approximately [5 to 10 minutes to complete the questionnaire. Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. There are no foreseeable risks associated with this project.

However, if you feel uncomfortable answering any questions, you can withdraw from the survey at any point. It is very important for us to learn your opinions. Your survey responses will be strictly confidential and data from this research will be reported only in the aggregate. Your information will remain confidential.

1. What do you see as the most urgent safety need at the St Mary’s Elders Complex?

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
2. How can the Cowlitz Tribal Police Safety Department improve its service to the elders?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3. Does having a Cowitz Tribal Police Officer living at the St Mary’s Elders Complex make you feel safer and secure?
   ○ Yes
   ○ No
   ○ Neither yes or no.

4. What day’s and or nights is suspicious activity occurring?
   ○ Day
   ○ Night
   ○ Day and Night
   ○ Morning
   ○ Afternoon

5. Name one thing or resource pertaining to safety or security you would like to see considered for change at the St Mary’s Elders Housing Complex.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
6. How likely would you be to attend a basic information class on the who, what, where, when, and why of the Cowlitz Tribal Police Department Public Safety?

- Extremely likely
- Very likely
- Somewhat likely
- Not so likely
- Not at all likely

If you have questions at any time about the survey or the procedures, you may contact [Patrol Sergeant/Commander Duane Garvais Lawrence] at [360-831-7802] or by email at DGLawrence@Cowlitz.org

Thank you very much for your time and support